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STEM Curriculum Planning Guide
 
This instructional design guide serves as the template for the design and development of STEM units of instruction at the Dayton Regional STEM Center in Dayton, Ohio. The guide is anchored to the STEM Education Quality Framework also developed at the Dayton Regional STEM Center.
Economic Cluster
List all the appropriate economic clusters above.  Economic clusters are as follows: 
1. Advanced Manufacturing & Materials
2. Agricultural Engineering
3. Air Vehicles/Air Systems
4. Environmental Engineering
5. Human Performance & Medicine
6 Power & Propulsion
7. Sensors
Targeted Grades 
List all the appropriate grade levels above. For example, 4th & 6th grade. 
STEM Disciplines 
List each of the STEM Disciplines that students will participate in above. 
Non-STEM 
Disciplines 
List each of the Non-STEM Disciplines integrated into the unit above. 
The electronic template is copyrighted to Dayton Regional STEM Center.  No permission has been granted for template reproduction.  However, lesson contents may be reproduced and attributed to Dayton Regional STEM Center free of charge.
Section I: STEM Unit Overview
Unit Overview 
Use the space below to provide a brief (75-125 word) overview of this STEM Unit. Think of this section as a commercial you are writing for teachers who are interested in quality STEM units of instruction. Make each word counts as you strive to convey the critical information in a persuasive manner! Be sure to make reference to the Economic Cluster that is the anchor for the unit as well as the main concepts for the lesson and the anticipated impact on students! This is your chance to think deeply and communicate clearly what this unit is really all about.
Date and Time
Who
Comment
Essential Question
Use the space to state the Essential Question that students will explore during his unit.  Wiggins and McTighe (2000) define Essential Questions as “questions that are not answerable with finality in a brief sentence… Their aim is to stimulate thought, to provoke inquiry, and to spark more questions  -- including thoughtful student questions  -- not just pat answers.” Writing a good essential question can be a challenging but very rewarding exercise, especially if done in collaboration with others. Writing an essential question for your unit will really force you to cut to the heart of the matter and decide what “big idea” you really want your students to explore and understand. Once you narrow in on the big idea it is just a matter of turning it in to a question that meets the standards stated above. If I were writing an essential question for you, for example, I might ask “What makes an essential question essential?”
For more information on essential questions visit:
Creating Essential Questions
This Website by Galileo.org provides insights on the components of essential questions by Pat Clifford and Sharon Friesen.
What is Essential Question 
Grant Wiggins elaborates on the meaning of essential questions and provides examples.
Date and Time
Who
Comment
Enduring Understanding
Use the space to list two to four Enduring Understandings that students will acquire and retain. As described by Wiggins and McTighe (2000), Enduring Understandings are statements summarizing important ideas and core processes that are central to a discipline and have lasting value beyond the classroom. They synthesize what students should understand --not just know or do --as a result of studying a particular content area. Moreover, they articulate what students should “revisit” over the course of their lifetimes in relationship to the content area.
For more information on enduring understandings visit the following Websites:
Essential Questions & Enduring Understandings
This website provides a table showing how essential questions are aligned with enduring understandings. Notice how the enduring understandings are NOT stated as behavioral objectives but as simple statements of a BIG IDEA that teachers hope students will understand and retain over time.
Science Understanding & Essential Questions
This site shares several Enduring Understandings for science followed by Essential Questions that could lead to an exploration of that enduring understanding
Date and Time
Who
Comment
Engineering 
Design Challenge 
Use the space to provide a brief (75-125 word) statement of how students will engage the engineering design process. The Engineering Design Process is a critical part of STEM Education for many reasons, but it is often misunderstood by teachers who are inexperienced in its use. Fundamentally, it is a systematic process for solving problems through research, the building and testing of possible prototype solutions and testing the effectiveness of those possible solutions. What is important to understand is that having students use engineering design is a powerful way to help them develop the higher order thinking skills they will need to be successful in almost any career they might pursue. The Dayton Regional STEM Center employs two versions of the Engineering Design Process to support both elementary and secondary teachers. The links to those respective documents are provided below:
Engineering Design Process: Elementary Version 
Engineering Design Process: Middle/ High School Version
 
Watch this interesting video presentation titled The Black Boxes of Science and Engineering.  It is a talk by Robert Lindberg, a scientist and engineer, who is the Executive Director of National Institute of Aerospace. It may well help explain why the “E” in STEM must not be a silent one. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Date and Time
Who
Comment
Time and Activity
Overview
Day
Time Allotment
Actvities
Use the table provided to create the Time & Activity Plan for your STEM Unit.  We have arbitrarily set the template to 5 days. 
 
Too add additional days, click the Add Row button. To remove rows, click the Delete button.
 
IMPORTANT NOTE: Your work in this section is designed to help your team plan the general flow of your unit and requires only broad overview statements of the activities. When finished, the table will provide a snapshot of your unit so that potential users can get a quick sense of what it will look like in practice. It is NOT intended to provide detailed plans for a teacher to follow. That work will come later in Section II of this planning process.
 
In a sense, we could think about this part of the planning process as involving the art of storyboarding In other words, how might this STEM Unit unfold if it were a story?  For practical purposes, you will need to chunk time into manageable pieces that are relevant to your teaching context.  For example, if you are a secondary teacher, your daily teaching schedule may be 50 minute periods. In contrast, if you are an elementary teacher teaching an integrated unit, your chunk of daily time might be two hours divided into 30 minute intervals.  
In this section of the planning process, you will make preliminary decisions that will require you to think about time and activity management.  The final product of these reflections will be a Time and Activity Plan articulated on the table that is provided.  We like to think of the storyboarding process as planning with a pencil, post-it notes, and poster board.  In fact, you might think about this type of planning as manipulating post-it notes on a poster board.  Such a metaphor implies that there is plenty of room for changing the nature and sequence of activities.  By the way, technology applications that you could use to support storyboarding include PowerPoint, or a Concept Mapping program such as Inspiration. Free trials of Inspiration are downloadable at: http://www.inspiration.com/.   Once your team has worked through the storyboard process record your final results on the table provided. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Date and Time
Who
Comment
Date and Time
Who
Comment
Pre-requisite Knowledge & Skill
Use the space to provide a list of the knowledge and/or skills required of students in order to engage this unit.  
In order to create learning experiences in which students have reasonable opportunities to experience academic success, it is important that we carefully consider what prior knowledge and skills are required of students. Listing the key understandings and skills here will help you begin to think about a number of important things, including how you plan to access and activate students' prior knowledge and skills. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Date and Time
Who
Comment
Academic Content Standards
 Choose the appropriate subject and version of the standards for your curriculum. Refer to www.ode.state.oh.us. Please delete the standards that you don't use in your curriculum. 
VERY IMPORTANT: Please do not delete any content standards below! The administrator will remove any unused standards. If you delete them from the form, you will not be able to get them back. 
Date and Time
Who
Comment
Mathematics  
Grade/Conceptual Category
Domain
Cluster
Standards
English Language Arts
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Fine Arts
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Technology
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Assessment Plan
What evidence will show that students have acquired the enduring understandings for this STEM unit?
Date and Time
Who
Comment
Complete the following table to provide an overview of the Assessment Plan for this STEM Unit. Actual assessments and supporting materials will be housed in Section III in Appendices A, B, and C.All information should be provided in list format.
 
The purpose of this Assessment Plan is to provide a quick overview of the array of assessments that will be employed to measure student learning. It is not intended to provide specific details, but rather to provide general descriptions or lists of the planned assessments. The actual assessments, answer keys, and scoring guides will be housed in Section III, Unit Resources. Here are some thoughts on each of the four potential types of assessments.
 
Performance Task, Projects are critically important in STEM education because they require students to make authentic uses of their new knowledge and skills by applying them to challenging tasks or projects. Such assessments typically comprise the final or culminating activity in a unit of instruction, but that is not always the case. You will want to consult the rubrics for the Nature of Assessments on the STEM Education Quality Framework. Whenever they are used, they provide teachers with the opportunity to measure the degree to which students have a demonstrated capacity to effectively apply their new skills and understandings. Performance assessments are a form of Authentic Assessments. To complete this section, simply provide a brief narrative description of the performance task or project students will be challenged to complete. To learn more about performance-based and authentic assessments, visit the following Websites:
 
Authentic Assessment 
Implementing Performance Assessment in the Classroom
 
Quizzes, Tests, Academic Prompts are also important assessment strategies in STEM education. These traditional approaches are valuable for a variety of reasons. First, they are often used as a means of measuring student knowledge that is fundamental to building student understanding of the critical academic content. Second, they provide opportunities for teachers to scaffold students in preparation for successful performance on state and other standardized tests. For example, many students perform poorly on short, narrative response questions because they have not had the opportunity to practice such responses in class. Providing students with academic prompts that require students to develop skill in this area is consequently a good assessment practice. To complete this section, simply list these types of assessments with a brief description or title. E.g. Quiz 1: Types of Simple Machines; Test 1: Principles of Mechanics, etc. 
 
 
 
                                                                                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Performance Task, Projects 
 
Quizzes, Tests, Academic Prompts
 
Other Evidence (e.g. observations, work samples, student artifacts, etc.)
 
Student Self- Assessment
 
Technology Integration
ADISC Technology Integration Model*
Date and Time
Who
Comment
Complete the  table to provide an overview of the Technology Integration Plan for this STEM Unit. Not all units will have applications from each of the five integration types, although that is possible. Enter text only in those boxes that apply. 
 
The purpose of this Technology Integration Plan is to provide a quick overview of what role Technology, the “T” in STEM education, will play in your unit. Technology tools and resources play a critical role in STEM careers. The challenge for teachers is to develop technology integration plans that create opportunities for students to use such tools and resources in authentic ways that mirror their use in the real world. Before completing the ADISC Model table you will find it helpful to revisit the STEM Education Quality Framework and the Rubrics for Technology Integration. Then, endeavor to create a plan that would score at the Advanced or Distinguished Level. 
 
Before introducing the ADISC model, here are few thoughts on what constitutes a technology tool or resource in STEM education. Technology tools and resources should be viewed as existing along a “continuum of sophistication.” Teachers need to make instructional decisions about technology integration based on a variety of factors including availability, access, reliability, and the developmental level(s) of their students. Early childhood students might, for example, use a simple technology tool such as meter stick, or might employ a software program designed for their age or grade level. The point is that using technology does not always mean using computers. High school students, on the other hand might use a variety of sophisticated electronic probes and sensors to monitor changes in a particular environment they are studying. As the STEM Quality rubric makes clear, the goal is to get the technology tools and resources into the hands of the students, and to create learning environments that challenge them to use them in their work. 
 
The ADISC model is a conceptual model designed to help teachers think about the different reasons for using various technologies. It is not a list of tools or equipment, but rather a way of thinking about the why and for what purposes we might integrate technology in a unit of instruction. Fill in the appropriate and applicable boxes of the ADISC model with simple statements that summarize your technology integration strategies.  For example, for “I” you might write “Students will complete a Web Quest to begin their exploration of the principles of propulsion.” The following PowerPoint presentation uses the analogy of a Swiss Army knife to introduce the model: ADISC Model: An Introduction 
 
A great source for information about technology integration is the George Lucas Educational Foundation, or GLEF. The GLEF website is full of great ideas and examples for technology integration. Check out:  GLEF Technology Integration. 
 
Type of Integration
Application(s) in this STEM Unit
A
Technology tools and resources that support students and teachers in adjusting, adapting, or augmenting teaching and learning to meet the needs of individual learners or groups of learners.
D
Technology tools and resources that support students and teachers in dealing effectively with data, including data management, manipulation, and display.
I
Technology tools and resources that support students and teachers in conducting inquiry, including the effective use of Internet research methods.
S
Technology tools and resources that support students and teachers in simulating real world phenomena including the modeling of physical, social, economic, and mathematical relationships. 
C
Technology tools and resources that support students and teachers in communicating and collaborating including the effective use of multimedia tools and online collaboration.
*The ADISC Model was developed by James Rowley PhD, Executive Director of the Institute for Technology-Enhanced Learning at the University of Dayton
Career Connections
Career Description
.\AFRL.png
In each row, briefly describe how this unit relates to STEM careers. Each description should be between 25-125 words.  Click Add Logo if the identified career connection is related to the Air Force Research Laboratory. (AFRL)
There are many powerful reasons to argue for quality STEM education. One of the most important ones is the need to help fill the STEM career pipeline with talented and motivated students who can fill the STEM jobs of tomorrow and insure this nation's economic competiveness in the global marketplace. Having said that, teachers are increasingly faced with competing curricular demands, and trying to build in career connections to your unit may, at first, seem like a daunting task. One time-efficient way to approach this task is to engage students in doing academic work that mirrors the kind of work done in actual STEM careers. Then, be explicit with students when introducing the STEM task(s) that this is in fact what some STEM professionals do for a living. A minor amount of research on your part would allow you to quickly add some basic facts about educational requirements for such positions, and what the work environment would be like including salary ranges. The fact is that that there is a need for STEM professionals all along the educational spectrum including certificated and licensed positions, Associate Degrees, Bachelor Degrees and graduate degrees through the PhD. Clearly, there are many other ways to make career connections, including connecting with actual STEM professionals who may be willing to visit your classroom virtually or in person. 
If this career connection can be linked to the Air Force Research Laboratories be sure to choose this option when inputting career information within this section.  For additional information on AFRL careers and current research: http://www.wpafb.af.mil/AFRL/.
Another great idea is to employ local STEM professionals as judges of student work or final performances. To see a great example of this idea in practice, view Applying Math Skills to a Real-World Problem at the George Lucas Educational Foundation Website. Finally, here is an interesting article on STEM Career Education consider it potential food for thought.
 
Date and Time
Who
Comment
Section II: STEM Lesson Plan 
Title of Lesson
Name the lesson as simply Day 1 or with a title. Example: Day 1. Sink and Float Trials. 
Date and Time
Who
Comment
.\AFRL.png
Time Required
State the number of minutes to complete this lesson.
Date and Time
Who
Comment
Materials 
List any teaching and learning materials required for students and/or teacher in this lesson. Quantity of each material should be listed after the item in parentheses. This list should include any media (e.g. Web-based Video, etc.)
Date and Time
Who
Comment
Objectives
Please provide a numbered list of behavioral objectives to describe what students will know and/or be able to do as a result of this lesson. 
 
Many instructional designers rely on the work of Benjamin Bloom and his famous Bloom's Taxonomy (1956) when writing instructional objectives. As you may know, the original taxonomy was revised in the 1990's. One of the really helpful aspects of this tool is that it helps teachers think more intentionally about the levels of thinking that they are asking their students to do. In STEM education we are of course very concerned about promoting higher order thinking. Lower levels of thinking are of course important as well, but we are trying to help students develop those thinking skills that lead to creativity and innovation! The resources provided below will help you write solid behavioral objectives that are anchored to the level of thinking you are pursing in your lesson design.
 
Bloom's Taxonomy: Old and New
This site includes both the new and original taxonomies. Sample behavioral verbs for each level are provided. Don't overlook the links at the bottom of the page if you want to go deeper in your explorations.
Date and Time
Who
Comment
Instructional Process
Please provide a numbered list of the steps in the instructional process for this lesson, describing what both students and the teacher will be doing at each step.
 
In this section, and for each step in the instructional process, provide the level of detail you think is necessary for a teacher to implement this lesson. Number each step in this section.  Each number should be roughly 1-3 sentences long. The challenge is to provide a clear description of the instructional sequence and flow of the lesson without overwhelming the reader with “unnecessary” detail. It is up to you and your team to decide what is necessary. 
  
Date and Time
Who
Comment
Differentiation
Please remember that quality STEM education is for ALL students and that quality instructional planning is intentional about meeting the needs of diverse students.
 
One of the challenges in developing instructional plans for other teachers is that they of course work in different school and classroom contexts, and it is consequently impossible for you to know their students and their particularized needs, interests, talents etc.  This makes this section of the lesson planning guide a little different than the others in that you will not be able to write as specifically as you did in the other sections of the guide. Teachers using this unit will make whatever modifications they believe are necessary to appropriately challenge the minds of their students. What you can do here is share any general ideas you may have about differentiation opportunities you see in the unit.  To help you and potential users of this unit think more deeply about differentiation here is one simple piece of advice. First, remember that the key to differentiation is to provide students with respectful work!  Just as it is disrespectful to ask students to do work that they are likely to fail at, it is equally disrespectful to present students with academic tasks which are not appropriately challenging. Keep those thoughts in mind and you are on your way to meaningful differentiation. Finally, remember, STEM Education can help students with diverse academic histories experience school success and discover the excitement of learning. However, it all begins when students succeed on meaningful and appropriately challenging tasks!
Date and Time
Who
Comment
Assessments
Use the space to briefly describe how you plan to assess student understanding of the content and/or skills that are the target of this lesson. What formative and/or summative assessments will you employ? Be sure that the assessments you describe here are represented on your Assessment Plan in Section I of this planning guide and housed in the appropriate Appendices in Section III, Unit Resources.
 
The point of this section is to provide an explanation of how you plan to assess student learning with regard to the instructional objectives for the lesson that you articulated for this specific lesson. It is important here to remember that not every assessment is formal. Nor does every assessment have to be part of your summative assessment plan. One key to quality instruction is the frequent use of formative assessments designed to scaffold student learning. Also remember that good assessments are really good instructional devices as well. So, it is up to you to describe what type of assessments you will associate with this lesson. It could be a quiz that goes in the grade book, or it could be a quiz simply used to check for student misconceptions. It could be an informal observation of students at work to check for understanding of appropriate laboratory procedures, or a formal observation assessing student performance against a rubric for group problem solving. Here are some resources to help you with this section.
Formative and Summative Assessments in the Classroom
This Website from the National Middle School Association (NMSA) provides a nice overview of formative and summative assessments along with several formative assessment strategies for your consideration
Formative Assessments for STEM!
This site provides 21 ideas for you to use to assess student learning. Be sure to check them out. You just might want to use some of them in this unit!
A Lighter Look at Informal Assessment that still makes a point.
 
 
Date and Time
Who
Comment
Section III: Unit Resources 
Materials and Resource
Master List
A comprehensive list of ALL of the instructional materials and resources needed to support the teacher and students in this STEM Unit.

Be sure to include laboratory equipment, technology tools and resources including any hardware and software needs, Web sites, print materials, etc. 
Date and Time
Who
Comment
Key Vocabulary
A list of the key words and their definitions that are critical to student and teacher understanding of the content of the unit. Remember that if you are quoting a source, the citation must be recorded in the reference section.  Alphabetize the list and do not use Wikipedia definitions. 
Date and Time
Who
Comment
Technical Brief
Provide an essay written by a STEM professional providing any necessary technical information that is critical for the teachers and students to be knowledgeable of in order to be successful in this unit. 
Date and Time
Who
Comment
Safety and Disposal
Describe all safety precautions that must be taking in conjunction with this STEM unit. Be sure to include specific information on safety practices and equipment that must be followed, as well as directions on how to safety and legally dispose of any hazardous materials. 
Date and Time
Who
Comment
References
Provide a list of additional readings and resources that could be used to enhance teacher and student understanding of the content of this unit. References are to be cited in APA format. 
Date and Time
Who
Comment
Curriculum Developers
Use the space above to provide the names and the professional associations of the authors of this STEM Unit. Beside each name use a hyphen and a descriptor to describe role, choices include: author, consultant, and editor. 
Date and Time
Who
Comment
Date and Time
Who
Comment
Section IV: Appendices 
Create a list of all of the document titles that will be provided in the printable resources word document.  This list should include the pre/ post-test, worksheets, all answer keys, rubrics, as well as any additional handouts that may accompany this lesson.
Date and Time
Who
Comment
8.0.1291.1.339988.308172
0 comments
0 comments
0 comments
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